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Abstract-Bioinformatics and Cheminformatics use computer as
disciplines providing tools for acquisition, storage, processing,
analysis, integrate data and for the development oi potentlii
applications ofbiological and chemical data. A chemical daiabase is
one of the databases that exclusively designed to store chemical
information' NMRShiftDB is one of the -aitt datrbas"s that used to
represent the chemical structures in 2D or 3D struchrres. SMILES
format is one of many ways to write a chemical strucfure in a linear
format. In this study we extracted Antimicrobial Structures in
SMILES format from NMRShiftDB and stored it in our Local Data
Warehouse with its corresponding information. Additionallv. we
developed a searching tool that would response to user's query.using
the JME Editor tool that allows user to dra* or edit molecules and
converts the drawn structure into SMILES format. We applied euick
search algorithm to search for Antimicrobial Structures in our Local
Data Ware House.

Keywords-Exact String-matching Algorithms; NMRShiftDB;
SMILES Format; Antimicrobial Structures. 
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I. INrRooucrtolt

EIIIINFORMATICS has been regarded widely as a key
I'rdiscipline for the scientific development and it has a bi!
amount of unlimited increasing and distributed information
tll. Bioinformatics has several categories included
computational biology, computer science relating to biology,
management of bioinformatics infrastructure and so forth [16].
Cheminformatics is the applyrng of computer and
informational techniques with problems in the field of
chemistry for the intended purpose of making better and fast
decisions in the area of drug and chemical compounds [10].
Computational biology and chemistry that use computational
methods handle large amount of data, so biologists can
pinpoint genes, DNA or proteins and chemists can pinpoint
chemical structures.
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NMRShiftDB is a web database for organic sfuctures and
their nuclear magnetic resonance spectra [4, l3l. It is an open_
source, open-access application and allows for spectum
prediction as well as for searching specta, structures and
other properties.

Chemical structures are represented using lines representing
chemical bonds between atoms and shaped on 2D structural
formulae. SMILES format is one of many ways to write a
chemical structure in a linear format [18]. Linear formulas
have an advantage over graphical structures because they are
easily read through computer code and computational use,
especially for search and storage [19]. SMILES format
contains the same informafion as might be found in an
extended connection table. The primary reason SMILES is
more useful than a connection table is that it is a linguistic
construct, rather than a computer data struchue.

There are popular kinds of existing structures called
Antimicrobial Structures [ll] which have been shown to be
effective in experimental infections with multi drugs as a
substance that kills or inhibits the growth of microbes such as
bacteria (antibacterial activity), fungi (antifungal activity) and
viruses (antiviral activity) [20]. Thus our research aimed to
help biologists and chemists by exhacting Antimicrobial
Structures from NMRShiftDB and allowing them to search for
them in our Local Data Warehouse using euick Search
algorithm.

II. RELATEDWonT

String-matching is a very significant subject in the wide
domain of text processing. Nowadays, this problern received
an enormous deal of attention due to various applications in
computational biology. String matching algorithms play a key
role in most of computer science problems, challenges and in
implementation of computer software.

String-matching algorithms work as follows [17]: They
compare the text with size n with the pattern which size is
equal to m. They first put the left ends of the pattern and the
text, then compare text characters with pattern characters and
after a mismatch among the comparison between the pattem
and the text or a whole match between them they shift the
pattern to the right and the same procedure is repeated until
the the pattern reach to the right end of the text.

Our research included a survey of seven Exact Sfing-
matching algorithms, which they are Boyer-Moore algorithm
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15, 7, 14, 21, 24f, Horspool algorithm 18, 221, Brute force

algorithm lg, 231, Knuth-Monis-Pratt algorithm 12, 3, 61,

Quick-Search algorithm 13, l2l, Karp-Rabin algorithm [14]

and Zhu-Takaoka algorithm [12]. Fig. I summarizes and

compares these algorithms:
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TII. METHODOLOGY

The general framework is divided into four phases as

denoted by numbers |, 2, 3 and 4 as shown in Fig. 2. The frrst

phase is to mine Antimicrobial Stnrctures in SMILES format

from the NMRShiftDB. The second phase is the development

of Local Data Warehouse to host the Antimicrobial Structures

data that gained from the first phase. The third phase is the

development of searching tool that would response to user's

query. The final phase is to check weather the Antimicrobial

Structures query is in our local data warehouse or not, by

using Quick Search algorithm.

Fig. 2 Research MethodologY

A. First Phase: Mining Antimicrobial Stntctures

We extracted Antimicrobial Structures in SMILES format

from NMRShiftDB which enabled us to perform 2D stnrcture

matching and comparison. The extraction process of
Antimicrobial Structures is done via search by

Keyword/Category such as "Antimicrobiaf', "Antibacterial",

"Antifungal", "Antiviral" and etc.

B. Second Phase: Development of Local Data Warehouse

After identiffing the Antimicrobial Structures in the

previous phase, the results stored in our Local Data
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Fig. I Summary of the algorithms that studied in this research

From the above figure, we concluded that Quick Search

algorithm is very fast especially for short patterns, but for long

putt"-t it is less efficient than other algorithms' So in this

iesearch we applied Quick Search algorithm to our domain

due to the majority length of Antimicrobial Structures in our

Local Data Warehouse are short. Noted that the maximum

length of Antimicrobial Structures in our Local Data

Warehouse is consists of 128 characters such as
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Warehouse. The Local Data Warehouse consists of 7g
relational tables which denoted to the Antimicrobial molecules
and its corresponding information.

C. Third Phase: Development of Searching Tool
This phase included the development of searching tool that

would response to user's query. User queries are captured
using the JME Editor [15] which allows user to draw or edit
molecules. Then it converted the drawn structure rnto
SMILES format. Fig. 3 shows an example for user query
using JME Editor Tool and Fig. 4 shows the conversion
operation of the drawn structure into SMILES format:

Fig. 3 Example of user queries for any Chemical St uct*e rrsing

JME [l5]
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Fig.4 Converts the above drawn structure into SMILES format

D. Fourth Phase: Check the Foundation of the eueried
Structure in our Local Data Warehouse

Using the queried structure in SMILES formar as a pattern,
searching is performed onto our Local Data Warehouse via
Quick-Search algorithm to find all possible sub/structures
occurence of Antimicrobial Structures

Quick Search algorithm compares the paftern characters
with the text characters from left to right. If the current text
character does not matched with the pattern character, the
pattem always shifted to the right by at least one character but
not more than m+l characters. Based on heuristic function
called bad-character shift [12], the right character of the

current text characters will be used. In order to access the
similarity between two structures, we need to choose an
appropriate measure to compare the two structures and
calculate the similarity percentage. The similarity coefficients
used in this study were Jaccard's coefficient and Jaccard's
distance due to their effrciency in determining the similarity of
chemical structures [25]. Fig. 5 below shows euick Search
algorithm flowchart:

Fig. 5 Quick search Algorithm in Similar Struclue llatching

IV. IMPLEMENTATIoN

In this project, we used our local machine @ell Intel(R)
Core(TM) 2 CPU (1.80 cIIz), l0l4 MB RAM, Windows
Vista 32-bit Operating System) with web based interface
which runs on Microsoft IIS 7.0 platform. We used
Macromedia Dream weaver MX version 6.0 to develop the
web page which contain a combination of HTML,pHp 5.2.2
and JavaScript code. This web page retrieved data using pHp
code through MySQL ODBC 3.51 driver which act as a
middle-tier between MySQL professional 5.1 database and
front-end user. For creating and modifuing NMRShiftDB on
our local machine, we used MySel-Front version 2.5 and as
for graphics used, we created it by using Adobe photoshop
CS2 version 9.0.

Fig. 6 shows an example of screen shot for user input to
draw the Antimicrobial Structure:
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User can select any stnrcture from the Similar Structures

that appeared in Fig. 7. Then sample of corresponding

information for the selected structure will be appeared as

shown in Fig. 8:
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Fig. 6 Screen shot for user input and converting operation (l)

V. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

The performance of this search is evaluated using the

accuracy and timing criteria's.

A. Accuracy Criteria

The accuracy test determined whether the results that we

gained from executing Quick Search algorithm are correct or

not. Thus we tested the algorithm using input structure, and

then we checked and compared the results with the existing

structures in our Local Data Warehouse. For example if the

input structure is "c3ccc", then the output will be shown as

Fig.7:

Cuid
llalp

Fig. 8 Comesponding Infomration of Selected Structure (l)

Based on the results, we found that Quick Search algorithm

is accurate algorithm and it gives us the expected results

correctly.

B. Timing

Fig. 9 below shows the time used to search a string using

Quick Search algorithm in our Local Data Warehouse with

different number ofrecords from 60 - 20033 records.
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Fig. 9 The required time for executing structure using Quick Search

algorithm
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Based on the linear graph in Fig. 9, we concluded that the
complexity of implementing euick Search algorithm in our
domain to search Antimicrobial Stmcture is in order N.

VI. CoNcr,usroN AND Furune Wonrc

In this paper we presented an approach to help biologists
and chemists to search and manipulate Antimicrobial
Skuctures using SMILES format by developing a searching
tool that would response to user query using the JME editoi
and search it in our Local Data Warehouse using euick
Search Algorithm. The results shown that euick search
algorithm considered an accurate algorithm for our domain
and it is implementation complexity is in order N. Further
work, we are going to expand our Local Data Warehouse by
extracting other Antimicrobial Structures from other
daiabases.
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